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From the editors

On detours to
the magazine In 2013, our understanding and technology was not yet

ready to realize something like that. We discarded the
print idea and ventured down the digital path instead.
On October 3, 2013, we finally published our first own
website under the URL www.wec-magazin.de. In the
beginning, the focus was on daily news and we picked
up and processed every little tidbit.

Just under a year later, ourWECmagazine was bearing
fruit and we were able to record astonishing visitor
numbers. Our path was obviously the right one, as we
were not the only ones who wanted a portal all about
the FIAWEC. To enable fans outside the German-spea‐
king world could also benefit from our information, we
launched an appeal on Facebook.

Shortly afterwards, David and James joined our team
and we registered the Internet address www.wec-ma‐
gazin.com in November 2014. Just a fewmonths later,
Walter contactedme and offered his photos for free
use. After a short collaboration, Walter and his Dutch
friend Ton also became part of our team. From then on
we were able to offer reviews, our ownwritten content
and images for the first time - a big milestone for us.

Over the past years, the face, structure and content of
WECMagazine has changed again and again. We've
tried out a lot of new things and also launched our own
podcast in 2019. But what remained open was the origi‐
nal idea of our own publication: a properWECmagazi‐
ne.

I'm extremely proud that with this inaugural issue,
we've finally managed to turn an almost eight-year-old
idea into reality. AndWECMagazine, a project by fans
for fans, is now finally available to take with you whe‐
rever you go!

E veryone has had an idea or two in their head that
could turn into something really good. But as
soon as it comes to the realization, something al‐

ways comes up and the project ends up in the drawer.

This is roughly how the development ofWECMagazine
can be summed up. I'd been following Formula 1 on TV
since I was a kid and only knew about other racing se‐
ries in passing. However, whenMichael Schumacher
ended his career for the second time, I lacked the moti‐
vation to continue watching. Through several coinci‐
dences, I became aware of the 24 Hours of LeMans in
2013 and discovered endurance racing for myself.

One of the biggest hurdles I found right away was get‐
ting started. Then as now, the official website provided
little comprehensible information for newcomers. Re‐
views or even historical statistics, facts and figures were
also missing. It took me some time to findmyway
around.

At that point, it became clear to me that a solution was
needed. The FIAWEC is such a fascinating racing series,
but is difficult to access due to the way it is presented.
My first idea was to create an encyclopedia or similar
reference book with all the important information.

But theWEC continues to develop and the effort to
keep everything up to date was toomuch for me at that
time. Together with Dominic, we developed the concept
for a magazine with the simple name "WECMagazine",
which covers all the important news, rules and gives
the lowdown to anyone looking to get into the series.

Imprint

https://wec-magazin.de
https://wec-magazin.com
https://wec-magazin.com
https://wec-magazin.de/impressum/
https://wec-magazin.com/imprint/
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T he coronavirus pandemic has forces the FIAWEC
to organise a compact summer calendar consi‐
sting of six races. Despite the reduction, Monza

and Portimão are two new circuits. The actual season
opener would have been the 1000Miles of Sebring in
the USA. But the high infection numbers and entry bans
made the event impossible. Therefore, the organisers
planned the 8 Hours of Portimão as a replacement for
the first time. But France and Portugal were also bat‐

tling the coronavirus. After further rescheduling, the
season now starts with the 6 Hours of Spa on 1 May
2021, with the official prologue taking place a few days
earlier at the Belgian circuit. Portugal and Italy follow
before the 24 Hours of LeMans take place in August. All
information on the race, the circuit and the broadcast
times can be found by clicking on the following races.

Calendar

Fewer races &
new tracks

Text - David Tunnicliffe
Images - David Tunnicliffe / Tobias Krause

6 Hours of Spa
01/05/2021

6 Hours of Monza
18/07/2021

8 Hours of Portimão
13/06/2021

24 Hours of Le Mans
21 - 22/08/2021

6 Hours of Fuji
16/09/2021

6 Hours of Bahrain
20/11/2021

https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/6-hours-of-spa-francorchamps/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/6-hours-of-spa-francorchamps/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/24-hours-of-le-mans/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/24-hours-of-le-mans/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/8-hours-of-portimao/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/6-hours-of-monza/
https://wec-magazin.de/rennkalender-2021/die-6-stunden-von-monza/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/6-hours-of-fuji/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/6-hours-of-bahrain/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/6-hours-of-spa-francorchamps/
https://wec-magazin.de/rennkalender-2021/die-6-stunden-von-monza/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/6-hours-of-monza/
https://wec-magazin.de/rennkalender-2021/die-8-stunden-von-portimao/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/8-hours-of-portimao/
https://wec-magazin.de/rennkalender-2021/die-24-stunden-von-le-mans/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/24-hours-of-le-mans/
https://wec-magazin.de/rennkalender-2021/die-6-stunden-von-fuji/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/6-hours-of-fuji/
https://wec-magazin.de/rennkalender-2021/die-6-stunden-von-bahrain/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/6-hours-of-bahrain/
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I n the 2021 season, the FIAWECwill again operate a
two-track entry system. Anyone who wants to com‐
pete for the world championship title or the endu‐

rance trophies must register for all six races.

Furthermore, there is also the option to contest aWEC
race as a guest entrant. But in this case, as in the past,
no championship points will be awarded.

A total of 33 cars with teams from twelve different
countries are registered for the ninthWEC year. The
new hypercar class (LMH) features three teams with a
total of five cars for its debut. The most entries are in
the smallest category, LMGTE-Am, where a total of 13
GTE cars are competing.

For the first time inWEC history, there are two cars that
are only crewed by women: RichardMille Racing in
LMP2 and Iron Lynx in LMGTE-Am.

All teams & drivers at a glance

Compared to Formula 1, theWEC driver field is less
consistent. While the teams and cars are fixed, the trio
in the cockpit can change every time.

In order to be able to offer consistent information for
the new season, we have only summarised the fixed in‐
formation on this page. Exact details of the teams' dri‐
ver line-ups are usually only available a few days before
the first practice.

In the race calendar onWEC-Magazin.de there is a se‐
parate tab for the individual entry list for each race.

Text - David Tunnicliffe

Entry list

33 for 2021
# Participant Nationality Car Tyres Characteristics

LMH (Hypercar)
7 Toyota Gazoo Racing Japan Toyota GR010 Hybrid Michelin Hybrid drive
8 Toyota Gazoo Racing Japan Toyota GR010 Hybrid Michelin Hybrid drive
36 Alpine Elf Matmut France Alpine A480 Gibson Michelin
708 Glickenhaus Racing USA Glickenhaus 007 LMH Michelin
709 Glickenhaus Racing USA Glickenhaus 007 LMH Michelin

LMP2
1 Richard Mille Racing France Oreca 07 Gibson Goodyear
20 High Class Racing Denmark Oreca 07 Gibson Goodyear Pro/Am-Entry
21 Dragonspeed USA USA Oreca 07 Gibson Goodyear Pro/Am-Entry
22 United Autosports USA USA Oreca 07 Gibson Goodyear
28 JOTA Great Britain Oreca 07 Gibson Goodyear
29 Racing Team Nederland Netherlands Oreca 07 Gibson Goodyear Pro/Am-Entry
31 TeamWRT Belgium Oreca 07 Gibson Goodyear
34 Inter Europol Competition Poland Oreca 07 Gibson Goodyear
38 JOTA Great Britain Oreca 07 Gibson Goodyear
44 ARC Bratislava Slovakia Ligier JSP217 Gibson Goodyear Pro/Am-Entry
70 Realteam Racing Switzerland Oreca 07 Gibson Goodyear Pro/Am-Entry

LMGTE-Pro
51 AF Corse Italy Ferrari 488 GTE EVO Michelin
52 AF Corse Italy Ferrari 488 GTE EVO Michelin
91 Porsche GT Team Germany Porsche 911 RSR - 19 Michelin
92 Porsche GT Team Germany Porsche 911 RSR - 19 Michelin

LMGTE-Am
33 TF Sport Great Britain Aston Martin Vantage AMR Michelin
46 Team Project 1 Germany Porsche 911 RSR - 19 Michelin
47 Cetilar Racing Italy Ferrari 488 GTE EVO Michelin
54 AF Corse Italy Ferrari 488 GTE EVO Michelin
56 Team Project 1 Germany Porsche 911 RSR - 19 Michelin
60 Iron Lynx Italy Ferrari 488 GTE EVO Michelin
77 Dempsey-Proton Racing Germany Porsche 911 RSR - 19 Michelin
83 AF Corse Italy Ferrari 488 GTE EVO Michelin
85 Iron Lynx Italy Ferrari 488 GTE EVO Michelin
86 GR Racing Great Britain Porsche 911 RSR - 19 Michelin
88 Dempsey-Proton Racing Germany Porsche 911 RSR - 19 Michelin
98 Aston Martin Racing Great Britain Aston Martin Vantage AMR Michelin
777 D’Station Racing Japan Aston Martin Vantage AMR Michelin
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W ith each new season comes a revision of the
rules and regulations. The document that the
FIA and ACO adopt is usually several hun‐

dred pages thick and only available in English and
French.We have summarised the most important poin‐
ts in a simple and understandable way.

Awarding points

TheWEC sporting regulations specify that points are
awarded at the end of each race. All cars not part of the
WEC’s season entry list (guest entries) are classified in
the final results, but are invisible in terms of points and
therefore have no influence on theWEC titles.

If drivers or teams have an equal number of points at
the end of the season, the number of first places achie‐
ved within the season will be used as a tie-breaker. An
additional point is also awarded for pole position in
each class. Drivers in the LMH (Hypercar) and LMGTE-
Pro classes do not receive points if the minimum dri‐
ving time is not achieved.

Should the race be interrupted by the race control, full
points will only be awarded if the lead car has covered
more than 75% of this distance without a safety car,
full-course yellow phase or slow zone at the end of the
race time. In a six-hour race, this corresponds to a mini‐
mum “green” time of 04:31:00. The time spent in the pit
lane is not counted.

Should the lead car not be able to meet this minimum
requirement, all cars will be credited with half the poin‐
ts when crossing the finish line. If the lead car did not
manage to complete at least two laps without a safety
car, this race will be dropped from the points classifica‐
tion of theWEC season.

For a race with more than 75% of the race time covered,
the following distribution key applies, separately for
the race distances of 6 hours, 8 – 10 hours as well as for
24 hours.

Championships

Several world championship titles and endurance tro‐
phies will be awarded during the FIAWEC season. In
order for the titles listed here to be held, at least two
manufacturers or teamsmust be permanently registe‐
red for the entire season.

To achieve the HypercarWorld Championship titles,
participation in the Hypercar class is required. All sea‐
son entrants from LMGTE-Pro and LMGTE-Am are sco‐
red for the LMGTEWorld Championship titles. In the
LMP2 class, there will be an additional Pro/Am classifi‐
cation for the first time with the 2021 season. This will
act like a virtual class within LMP2 and will include
those teams in the classification that can present a
bronze driver in the driver trio.

World Championship titles will be awarded for the dri‐
vers' andmanufacturers' classifications in the LMH
(hypercars) and LMGTE (GTE cars) classes. In LMP2,
LMP2 -Pro/Am and LMGTE-Am, FIA endurance tro‐
phies will be awarded for the best team and the best
drivers. Although these trophies are part of the FIA
World Endurance Championship, they are not indepen‐
dent world championship titles.

Position 6 Hours 8-10 Hours 24 Hours

1 25 Points 38 Points 50 Points

2 18 Points 27 Points 36 Points

3 15 Points 23 Points 30 Points

4 12 Points 18 Points 24 Points

5 10 Points 15 Points 20 Points

6 8 Points 12 Points 16 Points

7 6 Points 9 Points 12 Points

8 4 Points 6 Points 8 Points

9 2 Points 3 Points 4 Points

10 1 Point 2 Points 2 Points

From 11th place 0,5 Points 1 Point 1 Point

Entry & release contitions

Each teammust have successfully passed technical
scrutineering in order to participate in the practice. A
car must participate in one of the free practice sessions
or qualifying in order to start the race. The Race Direc‐
tor may exclude a participant from the rest of the race
weekend for safety reasons at the end of free practice.

During one of the free practice sessions, each driver
must have a time that is at least 110% of the best time of
the fastest car in his category in order to be allowed to
participate in qualifying.

For races run in full darkness or during twilight, at least
five laps must be completed by each driver in free prac‐
tice or qualifying to be eligible to start the race. Drivers
are not permitted to change cars. Changing car num‐
bers is also not permitted.

During qualifying, a car may not be pushed into the
pits, only stopped briefly on the pit apron. If a car enters
the garage, it is not permitted to participate any further
in the qualifying session. From this point on, parc ferme
conditions apply to the car concerned until it is released
by race control.

Driver selection

Besides the cars, the drivers are one of the main compo‐
nents in any team. They alone have it in their hands
and their experience is decisive for the placement in the
race.

To ensure that all teams can start under equal condi‐
tions, there are conditions for the choice of drivers for
each class.

LMH: At least 2 drivers are required, but nomore than 3
pilots per vehicle are allowed. None of the pilots may be
a bronze driver.

LMP2: Aminimum of 2 drivers are required, but no
more than 3 pilots per car are allowed. Each car must
contain at least one bronze and one additional bronze
or silver driver.

Regulations

A long story short
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LMGTE Pro: Aminimum of 2 drivers are required, but
nomore than 3 pilots are permitted, regardless of their
classification.

LMGTE Am: Aminimum of 2 drivers is required, but no
more than 3 pilots are allowed per car. Each car must
contain at least one bronze and one additional bronze
or silver driver.

Driving times

In eachWEC category, there are specifications that re‐
gulate the minimum andmaximum time of a driver in a
car. If these are exceeded or fallen short of, the driver
will be penalised and excluded from the points for that
race.

If the race is interrupted, the driving time of the corre‐
sponding driver will also be interrupted for this period.
Different minimum driving times apply for the different
race distances.

For the 24 Hours of LeMans, individual driving times
apply, which will be announced shortly before the offi‐
cial test day.

* Limited to a maximum of 4 hours within the first 6 hours in the race

Driver ratings

All drivers who wish to participate in theWEC require a
classification by the Endurance Committee in accor‐
dance with the specifications in the regulations.

Without this classification, a race start for the driver is
not possible.

PLATINUM: Platinum drivers must be under the age of
50 andmeet at least one of the following criteria:

- The driver has held a Super Licence (for Formula One)
- The driver has won the LeMans 24 Hours in a
professional category (LMP1 / LMGTE Pro)

- The driver has won the FIAWorld Endurance
Championship in a professional category

- The driver has been a Factory Driver, paid by a car
manufacturer, with results to match

- The driver has finished in the top 5 in the general
classification in the FIA International F3000, CART/
Champcar, IRL, IndyCar or GP2; all FIAWorld
Championships and FIAWorld Cups; Grand-Am
Rolex series (DP only); and FIA Formula E
Championship.

- The driver has finished in the top 3 in the general
classification of an F3 international series (FIA F3,
British/EuroF3 until 2011) or major international
single-seater championship (such as F2, NissanWorld
Series, Formula Renault 3.5, etc.)

- The driver has won the International V8 Supercars
Championship, the Porsche Supercup or the American
LeMans Series (P1 or GT only)

- The driver satisfies 3 or more Gold criteria (including
repetition of the same criteria).

GOLD:Gold drivers must meet one of the following
criteria:

- The driver satisfies one criterion from Platinum
- The driver has finished in the top 3 in the general
classification of a secondary international single-
seater series (A1 GP, GP3, Renault V6, Superleague,
Eurocup FR2.0, Firestone Indy Lights)

- The driver has won the general classification of a
regional or national single-seater series (F3, FR2.0,
Atlantic Championship up to and including 2009,
Euro V8 Series)

- The driver has finished in the top 3 in the general
classification of the Porsche Supercup / DTM / BTCC /
Super GT series or won amajor national Porsche
Carrera Cup

- The driver has finished in the top 3 in the general
classification of the International V8 Supercars
Championship

- The driver won amajor GT series (FIA GT, Blancpain
GT Series (Pro), FIA GT1World Championship, FIA
GT3 European Championship, ADAC GTMasters,
British GT Championship, GT Asia) or GT category of
a major Sportscar series (ILMC, ELMS, ALMS, Asian Le
Mans Series, LMP2WEC, IMSA Sportscar
Championship) with driver(s) of a lower or the same
categorisation

SILVER: Silver drivers must meet one of the following
criteria:

- The driver is aged under 30 and not satisfying the
criteria of categories Platinum and Gold

- The driver has finished in 1st place in the general
classification of regional or major national

Minimum
driving time
- for 8-10h

LMH LMP2 LMGTE-Pro LMGTE-Am

Bronze-
Driver

– 02:00 01:30 02:00

Silver-Driver 01:30 02:00 01:30 02:00

Gold-Driver 01:30 02:00 01:30 01:30

Platinum-
Driver

01:30 02:00 01:30 01:30

Maximum
driving time
- for 8-10h

LMH LMP2 LMGTE-Pro LMGTE-Am

Bronze-
Driver

– 05:00* 05:00* 05:00*

Silver-Driver 05:00* 05:00* 05:00* 05:00*

Gold-Driver 05:00* 05:00* 05:00* 05:00*

Platinum-
Driver

05:00* 05:00* 05:00* 05:00*

Platinfahrer 05:00* 05:00* 05:00* 05:00*Minimum
driving time

- for 6h

LMH LMP2 LMGTE-Pro LMGTE-Am

Bronze-
Driver

– 01:15 00:40 01:45

Silver-Driver 00:40 01:15 00:40 01:45

Gold-Driver 00:40 01:15 00:40 00:45

Platinum-
Driver

00:40 01:15 00:40 00:45

Maximum
driving time

- for 6h

LMH LMP2 LMGTE-Pro LMGTE-Am

Bronze-
Driver

– 03:30 04:30 03:30

Silver-Driver 04:30 03:30 04:30 03:30

Gold-Driver 04:30 03:30 04:30 03:30

Platinum-
Driver

04:30 03:30 04:30 03:30
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championships or international series, or has won a
major endurance race.

- The driver has won a non-professional drivers’ series
(Ferrari Challenge, Maserati Trophy, Lamborghini
Supertrophy, Porsche GT3 Cup Challenge) or a
regional, national or international single-make lower
category series organised by aManufacturer (not
including Series which are restricted only to Bronze
drivers)

- The driver has competed competitively in high-level
international karting competitions.

BRONZE: Received by all riders who hold an internatio‐
nal B licence but have not yet been able to fulfil any of
the above conditions.

For approval and the resulting bronze status, riders
must prove their eligibility before the Endurance Com‐
mittee.

Safety Car

For all tracks with a maximum length of 6.99 km, the
regulations allow the use of only one Safey Car. If the
course length at least is 7.0 km, a safety car must be
placed at the end of each treck sector to collect the cars
behind it. The safety cars have the task of maintaining
the sector distances between each other when in use.
The length of each track can be found in theWEC-Ma‐
gazin calendar.

With the announcement of the Safety Car Phase the pit
lane will be closed for regular pit stops in the next three
laps. Any vehicle that turns into the pit lane to repair
damage despite the blocking time has only five seconds
to complete all work. If this period is exceeded, the car
must remain in the pits until the end of these three laps
and is only allowed to line up again afterwards.

During a Safety Car phase, the cars are not allowed to
be more than 5 car lengths away from each other. One
round before the Safety Car leaves the track, the orange
lights on the roof of the vehicle go out. From this point
on it is up to the leader of the race to control the speed
up to the start-finish line.

If the weather conditions change and a safe race behind
the safety car is no longer possible, the race control will
interrupt it. This interruptionmay last a maximum of 4
hours and 30minutes. If the limit is exceeded, the race
is automatically stopped and half of the points are
awarded according to the rules.

Tyre regulations

Each teammust source its racing tyres from a certified
supplier. Currently, the manufacturers Goodyear and
Michelin are approved for theWEC. In LMH and LMP2,
Michelin is the sole supplier.

There is a free choice of tyres for the LMGTE cars. If the‐
re is dissatisfaction with the choice of tyre partner, this
can be changed once per season.

Since the 2016 season, the number of usable dry tyres
per race weekend is limited. These are counted per set
of tyres, each consisting of two front and two rear tyres.

With the start of the 2021 season, it will also be possible
to choose different tyre specifications per race weekend.
Thus, two different types of dry tyres (three types for Le
Mans) with different degrees of hardness, for example,
may be ordered from the tyre manufacturer.

For the wet tyres, two different specifications may be
chosen. The following is an overview of the usable tyre
sets, separated by race distance:

Car lighting

With the 2021 season, the lighting concept of the vehi‐
cles has been revised. Every car in motionmust have
two permanently lit front & rear lights. In rainy condi‐
tions, an additional rear light must be activatedma‐
nually, which lights up brighter than the permanent
rear light.

Should a collision result in a limit value (G-forces)
being exceeded, a so-called medical light is automati‐
cally triggered. If this is activated, the compulsory de‐
ployment of medical personnel on the track as well as a
check in hospital will be necessary to avoid consequen‐
tial damage.

The so-called leading light is automatically activated as
soon as a car has taken over the leading position in its
class to make it easier for the spectators to keep an
overview of the race.

All hypercars with ERS (Energy Recovery System) are
obliged to have their own ERS light on the vehicle. This
lights up permanently green during the race. If it goes
out or changes to red, there are technical problems with
the ERS and a pit stop is mandatory on the next lap.
Continuation of the race is only permitted when the
light is green again.

Chassis & drive unit exchanget

In the Hypercar class (LMH), the exchange of the chas‐
sis as well as the power unit is prohibited during the
entire season. In case of damage, the participants are
obliged to repair the existing components.

In the case of the LMP2 and LMGTE cars, a single ex‐
change of the complete car per season is possible.
Should there be any damage beyond this, it must be re‐
paired.

Additional race-ready reserve cars are not permitted. If
damage occurs during the race whichmakes it impossi‐
ble to continue the race, a change to a possible second
car is not possible. The exchange of LMP2 and LMGTE
cars is only possible between the sessions of a weekend.

Class 6 Hours 8-10 Hours 24 Hours

LMH Training: 12

Qualifying +
Race: 18

Training: 12

Qualifying +
Race: 26

Training: 24

Qualifying +
Race: 48

LMP2 Training: 12

Qualifying +
Race: 18

Training: 12

Qualifying +
Race: 26

Training: 24

Qualifying +
Race: 56

LMGTE-Pro Training: 12

Qualifying +
Race: 18

Training: 12

Qualifying +
Race: 26

Training: 28

Qualifying +
Race: 60

LMGTE-Am Training: 16

Qualifying +
Race: 26

Training: 16

Qualifying +
Race: 34

Training: 28

Qualifying +
Race: 60

https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/
https://wec-magazin.com/calendar-2021/
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Limitation of the operation team

In order to limit the costs of the Hypercar class (LMH),
the number of track personnel allowed is severely limi‐
ted. On any given weekend, only 40 people are allowed
to be present for race operations. This includes all engi‐
neers, teammanagers, tyre management personnel,
weather forecasting personnel, designers/technical
support, IT personnel, pit radio personnel andmecha‐
nics.

Vehicles with ERS are more complex to operate, which
is why the number of staff may be increased to 43. All
persons who fall under the limit must be registered
with the race control before each weekend. They will be
given a wristband whichmust be worn until the end of
the race.

Persons with responsibility for hospitality, catering,
motor home, marketing, media, PR, sponsoring, securi‐
ty, truck drivers without active duties in racing opera‐
tions, drivers and their medical staff are exempt from
these requirements.

Balance of Performance (BoP)

The Balance of Performance allows the Endurance
Committee to make changes to the cars in order to
maintain equal opportunities in the LMH and LMGTE-
Pro classes despite different concepts. The LMP2 cars
are excluded.

The exact BoPmeasures are determined by an automa‐
ted computer system.Without human intervention,
this system independently issues times andmeasures
as a suggestion, whichmust be ordered by the race con‐
trol. In accordance with the regulations, the following
measures can be initiated to adjust the balance of po‐
wer until shortly before the start of the race:

- Weight increase or decrease of the vehicles of
maximum 30 kg

- Adjustment of the air flow limiter
- Change in tank volume by amaximum of 10 litres
- Rear wing adjustment
- Aerodynamic adaptations to the car

The LMGTE-Am has its own BoP specification, based
on success weights. This is not recorded by the automa‐
ted computer system and applies to all races except the
24h LeMans.

All cars have 0 kg additional weight at the start of the
season. Each winner of a race must add 15 kg of additio‐
nal weight for the next two races, second place 10 kg
and third place 5 kg. The top three places in the current
LMGTE Am Team standings must also load up, 15, 10
and 5 kg respectively.

As this is an additional system, a car that has finished
first in two consecutive races and is also at the top of
the standings may, in the most extreme case, have to
load 45 kg of additional weight.

If a participant no longer fulfils a certain condition (e.g.
no podium finish in the last two races or no longer in
the top 3 of the standings), the additional weight can
be unloaded again.

Penalties

The current regulations specify areas where penalties
must be imposed by the race control. These are, among
others:

- Ignoring flags
- Unsportsmanlike conduct
- Early start
- Exceeding the speed limit in the pits
- Starting exercises during the formation lap
- Failure to maintain the minimum distance in the
formation lap

- Unauthorised overtaking on the formation lap, in the
rolling start and behind the safety car

- Causing a collision

LMH class

In the LMH class, road and prototype-based hypercars
with closed roofs are permitted. All vehicles may have
an optional hybrid drive with ERS (energy recovery sy‐
stem).

The vehicles enteredmust be available (in limited num‐
bers) as a road version. For the 2021 season, existing
LMP1 standard vehicles with a homologation date from
01.01.2018 or later are additionally permitted.

The minimumweight is 1030 kg (without fuel and dri‐
ver). The maximum vehicle length (incl. rear wing) is
5000mm, the width 2000mm and the height (without
antennas) 1150mm.

The fuel used is petrol with a 15% content from biologi‐
cal origins. The engine can be chosen freely for all LMH
vehicles, but must not exceed the total power output
(combustion engine + electric motor) of 500 kW.

The electric motor may not contribute more than 200
kW on the front axle andmay only be used when the
car is travelling at more than 120 km/h.

The exact performance data and specifications for all
fourWEC classes are available atWEC-Magazin.com.

Text - David Tunnicliffe

https://wec-magazin.com/regulations/classes/
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T he new challenger for the Japanese marque will
be known as the GR010 Hybrid, marking the clear
new direction in the regulations.

That being said, the fruits of Toyota’s labour in the
LMP1 era have clearly not been ignored, with the GR010
Hybrid bearing a clear resemblance to its TS050 Hybrid
predecessor – particularly at the rear.

A new front end is arguably one of the clearest departu‐
res from LMP1 machinery and clearly demonstrates the
potential for road-car modelling.

Toyota hypercar: the technical details

The GR010 Hybrid is a prototype-based hybrid car built
according to the latest LMH regulations. The four-
wheel-drive powertrain is powered by a 3.5l V6 twin-
turbo hybrid engine.

At the rear, the engine deploys 680 hp of power while
the ASIN AW and DENSO-developedMGU on the front
axle can deliver an additional 272 hp. The hybrid batte‐
ry has been developed in-house by Toyota. According to
the regulations, total energy deployment in race trim
has been capped at 500 kW or 680 hp.

The chassis is designed to be similar in appearance to
the Toyot GR Super Sport, a road car Toyota presented
at the 24 Hours of LeMans.

The programme is focused on intensifying the links bet‐
ween road and track, with findings from racing flowing
directly into the production of the GR Supoer Sport.

The new Toyota hyper‐
car is 162 kg heavier
than its predecessor and
produces 32% less po‐
wer.

The benchmark for the
new regulations was a
lap time at the 24 Hours
of LeMans around ten
seconds slower than
LMP1-era times.

In addition, the GR010
Hybrid is 250mm lon‐
ger, 100mmwider and
100mm higher than the
now-retired LMP1 ma‐
chine. The maximum
tank capacity is 90 litres.

Driver line-up unchanged

Toyota has opted not to tinker with its drive line-up
ahead of the 2021 FIAWorld Endurance Championsh
season. Reigning world championsMike Conway, Ka‐
mui Kobayashi and José María López will drive the #7
machine, while Sébastien Buemi, Kazuki Nakajima and
Brendon Hartley will be behind the wheel of the #8.
Dutchman Nyck de Vries will act as test driver for the
entire season.

Hypercar

The Toyota GR010
Hybrid

Text - David Tunnicliffe
Images - Toyota Gazoo Racing
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Closing thoughts

Tips for the next
race

T he final page is like the moment at the end of a
race. You are happy to have done everything and
sad that you now have to wait a little longer for a

sequel.

But while we have to be patient until the nextWEC
race, we can shorten the time until the next magazine
with these three recommendations.

What's next?

We're glad you stuck it out until the end and hope that
the first issue ofWEC-Magazin helps you prepare for
the season.

It is not yet clear when the next issue will be published
and it will depend on the course of the season. The idea
was to publish four issues per calendar year. In terms of
content, we would like to cover topics that will still be
exciting in a few years' time or provide a look back at ti‐
mes gone by.

We look forward to your feedback

If you have any suggestions, ideas or criticism about
the digital WECmagazine, please let us know by sen‐
ding an e-mail to info@wec-magazin.com.

If you would like to share your feedback with others,
you are also welcome to join our new Telegram group.
There we can exchange ideas, discuss currentWEC to‐
pics and share photos from our archive.

WEC-Magazin Podcast
Once amonth we publish a new episode of our German-
language podcast. In addition to information about the
past races, there are current reports, new information from
the rumour mill and a healthy portion of fan talk.

Images from our photographers
Instagram is the home of our photographersWalter and
Ton. Almost every day, there are exciting insights into past
WEC races and the 24 Hours of LeMans. Just click follow
and start reminiscing.

TV & Livestream
The broadcasting of theWEC races is a complex issue. Dif‐
ferent owners share the rights and broadcast times change
before each race. In our overview provides all the informa‐
tion every week before the race.

Text - David Tunnicliffe
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